
 
 
 
 

What's happening at MAC?
 

July Ceramics Workshops
 

Functional Sculptures
with Kate Schroeder

July 22 — 26, 2023
10am -6pm

Reg. deadline is July 15, 2023 

Register Here!

Cone 6 Wood / Soda
Firing

July 29 — August 2, 2023
9:30am — 4:00pm

Reg. deadline is July 22, 2023

Register Here!

  
Want to stay during your workshop?

Book a Room Here (2 night min)

 

https://111802.blackbaudhosting.com/111802/C267-Functional-Sculptures-with-Kate-Schroeder
https://111802.blackbaudhosting.com/111802/C274-Cone-6-WoodSoda-Firing
https://guest.rezstream.com/search/mendocino-art-center


Summer Art Camps
with Julie Karlonas

Beginning soon! Register your kiddos for a summer of fun!
 

Email Julie for more Info + Register!

 

Visit Our Current Exhibition

mailto:juliekarlonas@yahoo.com


 

"Our group is multifaceted, and we come with varying amounts of
experience in calligraphy from decades to a few years. We work
in various styles, media, and techniques, following our bliss with
a pen, brush, or chisel in hand in an attitude of sharing. We are
committed to studying together once a week, practicing at home,
producing new work for upcoming shows, challenging ourselves,
and encouraging each other as we continue to travel on very
different calligraphic paths." - The Mendocino Calligraphy Study Group

Second Saturday Reception
July 8th, 5 - 7 pm

Behind the Scenes...



 

What else is happening on campus?
  

The Gallery Store is still one of the best places to purchase those hard to find
quality creative products. From Jewelry to original paintings, the Gallery

Store is professionally curated and the staff is always ready to help.

Store Hours: Open Daily 11-4



 

Please join Nancy Gardner from Outlaw Studios
for

Jewelry/Metals Open Studio Evenings at the
Mendocino Art Center 

On Tuesday July 5th, Wednesday July 11th, 18th & 25th
4:30 - 7:30 pm in the Susan Elizabeth Woods Studio

$15.00

Attendees are encouraged to come with their own project ideas and materials ~
Nancy will be there for encouragement and guidance.

The Jewelry/Metals Studio is a great community resource that has lots of great
tools and equipment that is there for your use and benefit.

Some materials available for purchase
~ for more information contact Nancy below

Looking forward to seeing you in the studio!

Email Nancy for more info!

 

mailto:outlawstudio@mcn.org


The MAC is proud to host...
PAINTING ON SILK

With Suzanne Punch

We will go beyond putting down lines and filling colors, working
towards creating depth and color harmony in two 3-day

workshops:

August 13-15
The different effects of various underpainting approaches

Three dye thickeners and the advantages of each
Dye dispersion formulas

Layering of imagery and palimpsest

August 17-19
Color theory and practice: creating accents and harmony

How to add depth to your composition
Use of stencils (purchased or hand-made)



Option to make your own stencils

Email Devorah Harris for more info + Register!

 

June was a Blast!

Satan Sowing
R. Ross

Second Saturday Reception

mailto:devorah1818@gmail.com


Thoughtful Pottery with Linda Christianson

 

Sculpture's a Beach with Craig BlackSculpture's a Beach with Craig Black



Animal Portraiture with Wesley WrightAnimal Portraiture with Wesley Wright

Garden Day led by Board member Todd ColeGarden Day led by Board member Todd Cole



 
 

 

Visit the MAC Website Here
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